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Abstract

This paper shows that virtually all of the US trade deficit since

1982 can be attributed to the deterioration of the trade balance

in durable goods, rather than in nondurables. Moreover, the
deficit is concentrated on capital goods rather than consumer

durables or automobiles. Using a simple model, we show that the

trade balance on durables depend critically on intertemporal

prices. This results suggests that the deficit on durables may be

due to a reduction of their intertemporal prices associated with,

among other things, the temporary appreciation of the dollar in

the early 1980s. The key role of intertemporal prices is confirmed

by our econometric findings.



1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to review and account for an

important aspect of the US trade deficit which has received

relatively little attention in the literature. Since 	 1982,

virtually all of the deterioration of the US merchandise trade

balance can be accounted for by the trade balance in durable

goods, defined as capital goods, automobiles, consumer durables,

and durable industrial supplies. Furthermore, at least half of the

US durables trade deficit in the early 1980s can be explained by a

large increase in imports of capital goods since 1982.	 While

other components of the durable trade	 balance--automobiles,

consumer and industrial 	 durables--also	 deteriorated,	 these

components are dwarfed by the capital goods component.

The very different behavior of durable and nondurable goods

is interesting for several reasons. First, it casts doubts on the

traditional "consumption-binge - explanation of the US merchandise

trade deficit. For instance, if the deficit is largely due to a

consumption boom fueled by high aggregate demand, the trade

balance should worsen predominantly in the consumption goods

sector, i.e., consumer durables and nondurables. In fact, the

worsening of the trade balance in consumer durables is much less

pronounced than in capital goods, whereas the worsening in

consumer nondurables is unremarkable compared with 	 previous
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expansions. Second, the composition of the trade balance may be

of importance when designing appropriate policy responses. 	 For

instance, if the trade deficit is largely due to imports of

nondurable consumption goods, import-reducing policies may be more

appropriate than if instead the deficit is attributable to firms'

purchases of investment goods.	 Third, the distinction between

durable and nondurable goods is of economic significance. 	 When

goods are durable, the timing of purchases appears as 	 an

additional decision variable. Consequently, a temporary reduction

in the price of durables --caused for example by an exchange rate

appreciation which is expected to reverse itself-- wi)1 have a

larger effect on the durable goods trade balance than a permanent

price change. This is true because the former affects both current

relative and intertemporal prices, while the latter affects only

current relative prices.1

To account for the markedly different behavior of the

disaggregated trade balances, in Section 3 we propose a simple

two-period optimizing model of the current account that emphasizes

the difference between durable and nondurable goods. We study the

1
For a general discussion of the impact on the trade balance of

intertemporal price changes following a devaluation, see Gerlach

(1989).
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responses of the trade balances in durables and non-durables to

changes in relative prices, other determinants of permanent

income, and the intertemporal price of durables. While the trade

balances in both nondurable and durable goods depend on relative

prices and permanent income, we show that the trade balance in

durable goods also depends on intertemporal prices. In periods in

which current prices are low relative to expected future prices,

the model predicts the trade balance in durable goods to worsen

more then the trade balance on nondurables.

In Section 4 we turn to the econometric evidence. Clearly,

for the model to have empirical content, the data should reveal

an intertemporal reallocation response of the durables trade

balance to changes in intertemporal prices. The demonstration of

such an effect could help explain the persistence of the current

US trade imbalance after the dollar depreciation in 1985-1986,

since import prices were slow to respond if at all (Baldwin 1988).

The results indicate that intertemporal price movements are indeed

an important determinant of both real durables imports and the

trade balance in durable goods. In the final section, Section 5,

we summarize the implication's of our findings.
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2. Durables vs. Non-Durables

To illustrate the strikingly different roles of durables and

nondurables goods in the US trade deficit, Figure 1 disaggregates

real US merchandise trade account as a percentage of GNP into

three components: (1) oil and petroleum products; (2) non-oil

industrial and consumer nondurable goods; and (3) durable goods as

defined by the US Commerce Department, including industrial

durables, capital goods, and consumer durables.
2
 The figure

reveals several interesting facts. While imports of petroleum

products increased from about 1.5% of GNP in 1970 to as much as 4%

of GNP in 1977, they have been remarkably constant at about 2% of

GNP during the 1982-88 period. It 	 is	 evident	 that	 the

deterioration of the trade balance beginning in 1982 can be

attributed to durable goods; from a surplus of roughly 1% of GNP

in 1980, the durables trade balance deteriorates rapidly after

2
Nondurables include food and foodstuffs, grains and feeds,

beverages, textile products, paper and paper-based products,

chemicals, non-metal-related industrial supplies (nonoil imports

and exports in 1988 equalled $114.9 and $115.6 billions

respectively). Durables include metal-related industrial supplies;

electrical and electronic, industrial, construction and textile

machinery; business and office machines; computers and related

equipment; scientific and professional equipment;

telecommunications equipment; transportation equipment, automotive

vehicles including engines, parts and accessories; aircraft and

parts; radios, televisions, and other household appliances

(imports and exports in 1988 equalled $295.2 and $201.3 billions

respectively). See September issues of Survey of Current Business.
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1982 with the deficit eventually reaching 2.5% of GNP in 1986. In

contrast, the decline of the non-oil nondurable goods trade

balance since 1982 is not remarkable given the 	 historical

experience (about 0.5% of GNP). Finally, while the trade balance

on durables and nondurables both improve over the 1986-88 period,

the improvement is again concentrated in durable goods.

Table 1 displays annual growth rates of exports and imports

of durables in volume terms since 1980. It is evident that the

worsening in the trade deficit on durables is primarily associated

with a surge of imports between 1982-84 (cumulatively 60.1% in

real terms). In addition, durable exports declined sharply in 1982

and have only recently recovered; indeed most of the improvement

of trade balance in durables since 1986 can be attributed to

strong export growth rather than a reduction in imports.

Disaggregation of the durables account reveals 	 further

surprises. Figure 2 plots the four most important components of

durable merchandise trade as a fraction of real GNP: industrial

durables, capital goods, automobiles, and consumer durables.	 At

least half of the behavior of US durables trade deficit in the

early 1980s can be explained by the substantial worsening in the

trade balance on capital goods, which historically has been a

surplus account. In general, the extent of deterioration appears

to be inversely proportional to the durability;	 the	 most
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significant movements are in the capital goods sector, followed by

cars, consumer durables, and industrial durables.

The dominant role of capital goods is poorly accounted for by

the standard view associating the deterioration of US trade

deficit with a consumption binge. In this view, expansionary

fiscal policy combined with myopic or 	 liquidity-constrained

consumers induced rapid growth and a rise in imports.
3

One of the

problems with relying solely on movements in real GNP to explain

the asymmetric behavior of durables and nondurables in Figure 1 is

that implausibly high income elasticities of durables goods demand

are required to generate the observed large increase in imports

since 1982.

The different behavior of durables and nondurable goods trade

balances in the data has economic content. In the next section we

analyze a simple model in which the durability of goods plays a

key role. The central conclusion in this section is that the

3
See for example the textbook discussion of Dornbusch and Fischer

(1987) or Krugman and Obstfeld (1988). Recently McKinnon (1988)

has used this argument to support his proposals for a return to
fixed exchange rates.

4
The simple regression on quarterly data from 1967:2 to 1981:4

m
t
 = a

o
 +am +ay+ay	 + u

t1 t-1	 2 t	 3 1-1

where m and y denote respectively logarithms of real imports and

real GNP, yielded a long-run elasticity of 2.1 for durables (1.7

for non-durables), well below the value required to link the

observed 26.2% real GNP growth over 1982:1-88:3 with a 122.5%

increase in real durable imports.

4
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demand for durable goods is affected by both intertemporal prices

as well as current relative	 prices.	 The	 possibility	 of

intertemporal reallocation of purchases introduces a important

difference between the theoretical behavior of the durables and

nondurable trade balances.

3. A Simple Model 

In this section we analyze the determination of the durable

and nondurable trade balance using a modified version of Sachs'

(1981) model of the current account. The purpose of the model is

to highlight the importance of intertemporal prices for the two

trade balances. Since we are interested in understanding the

consequences of such price movements -- and not their causes -- we

undertake	 a	 partial	 equilibrium	 analysis	 with	 prices

taken by agents as given.
5

Moreover, we intentionally disregard

the short-run determination of the current account and instead

focus on its medium to long-run determination.

For simplicity, we consider a two-period economy 	 with

preferences of a representative agent who consumes two types of

goods. The first, denoted by C, is strictly nondurable and must

5
Although it is indeed interesting to understand the pricing

behavior of exporters to the United States, our objective is to

assess the optimal reaction of consumers given this pricing

behavior.
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be consumed in the current period. The second, the stock of which

is denoted D, is strictly durable and lasts for both periods.
6

Utility of the representative agent is given by her consumption of

nondurables and, as in Mankiw (1987) her stock of durables, i.e.,

U = C
e
D
(1-e)

[C
e
D
(1-e)

]
	

( 1 )1 1	 2 2

where the subscripts denote the period of consumption (i.e.,

i=1,2) and O<O<1 is the discount factor. After logarithmic

transformation, this utility function is time-separable 	 and

represents a special case of a more general (nested) CES function.

In order to assess the role of durability in a balanced way, we

have intentionally chosen the above utility function since it

constrains the intertemporal elasticity of substitution to be

unity, i.e., income and substitution effects exactly cancel.

The economy's production possibility frontier is given by

Q
c
 = (Z.Ka -QD )Y

C	 D
Q , Q . 	 0

L	 t

0<a,r<1	 (2)

where Q
c 

and Q
D
 are (nonnegative) quantities produced of the

6
While an important element of a multiperiod setup, depreciation

of the durable stock adds little insight to the current analysis
and is ignored.
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durable and nondurable goods respectively, K is the economy-wide

capital stock which is implicitly assumed to be perfectly fungible

in production, and Z is an economy-wide shift term to the

production function, which may represent technological progress

but could also capture the effects of taxes on net proceeds from

market activity to the representative agent.
7

Durables can either be used in the production of goods or

durable consumption services. The inherited stock of consumer

durables D and productive capital K	 can be augmented with1	 1

purchases of durable goods in period 1, I
D 

and I
	

respectively.

The evolution of the capital and durable stocks are described by

K = K +
	

(3)
2	 1	 1

D = D +
D	

(4)
2	 1	 1

The economy can trade its output on a world market at prices p
c

,

pD , pC , pD , which it takes as parametric. At the end of the
2	 2

economy's life the capital and durable stocks are assumed to have

zero liquidation value. The intertemporal budget constraint can be

written as

7
The production possibilities frontier model can be derived from a

two-sector setting with perfect capital mobility and fixed labor

supply.

9



c C
B+ p (Q -C )+ p

D
(Q

D
-I

D
-I 1 )+ (1+r)

-I
[ pc (QC-C )+p

D
Q

D 	
0	 (5)I	 1	 1 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2 2	 2 2

where B is the nominal stock of financial wealth "inherited" at
1

the beginning of period 1 and r is the nominal rate of interest

for both borrowing and lending. The inequality (5) requires that

the present value of trade surpluses plus initial wealth equal or

exceed zero. Alternatively, the present value of consumption and

	

investment expenditures cannot exceed the present value 	 of

production plus initial financial wealth.

The problem of the representative agent is to maximize (1)

with respect to C , C , I
D

, I
K

, Q
C
, Q

C
, Q

D
, and Q

D 
subject to the

1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2

production possibilities frontier in (2) in each period, the

transition equations (3) and (4), and the intertemporal wealth

constraint (5). Substitution of equations (2) and (3) into (5)

and (4) into (1) simplifies the problem to that of choosing C1,

D	 D
C 2 , I I , II, Q i , and Q2 , to maximize

U = C
e

D
(1-e)

(C
e
(D+ID)(1-e)P

1 1	 2	 1	 1

subject to QC , QC , Q
D
 , and Q nonnegative, D and K given, and

1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 1

B + Pc ((Z Ka-QD )r-C ) + p
D
(Q

D
-I

D
-I

K
)

1	 1	 11	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

(1+r)
-1 

[p
C 
((Z (K+I

K
)-Q

D
)
r
-c )+ p

DD
]	 0.

2	 2 1 1	 2	 2	 2 2
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The optimum must satisfy the following first order conditions:

ue/c =x pc
1

LOO/C2=Xp2(1+r)-1

U(1 -e)/o r-X.pD
1	 1

--
p
c
Z cxy(Z K -Q

D
 )1 

1 
K

OL 1 
(1+r)

-1 
= p

D

2 2	 2 2	 2	 2

-
py(Z Ka-QD)r 

1
= pD

I	 1 1	 1

p y(Z KZ -QD
 )h = p

2	 2 2 2	 2

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

where X is the Lagrangian multiplier associated 	 with	 the

intertemporal budget constraint and can be thought of as the

marginal utility of wealth. These first order conditions have the

usual interpretations: equations (6.1)-(6.3) are inter- 	 and

intratemporal efficiency conditions with respect to consumption,

equation (6.4) is an intertemporal efficiency condition for

investment, and equations (6.5) and (6.6) are intratemporal

efficiency conditions for domestic production. Combined with (5)

which holds with equality, we have a system of seven equations in

seven unknowns.

Since (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) can be solved for I
K
, Q

D
, and Q

D

1	 1	 2

independently of C , C	 and I
D
, a separation of production and

1	 2 	 1

consumption decisions obtains. As in SNchs (1982), this follows

11



D
*

Q

and

from a time-separable utility specification	 which	 excludes

leisure. We can therefore write the optimal production plans for

i=1,2 given the capital stock K . as

02K - ( p . r/ p . )	 otherwise,
C	 D 1/(1-i)

L	 L	 L

C	 D 1/0.-r)
	if Z K	 y/p

	

LL	 L

(7)

Q
c*

=

a	 a	 C, D 1,/(1-})
Z . K . 	 if Z

iK i 
( P.	 /

P
. )

(8)
D y/(1-i)

(P   r/I0
L	 L

otherwise.

Next, substitute Q
D* 

into (6.4) and rearrange to obtain optimal
2

investment in period 1:

-
I
K*

= K -K = [ pD Za/(p
D
(1+r))]

1/a a>
 -K .1	 2	 i	 2 2	 i	 1

Solution for the consumption side of the model proceeds as

follows. First substitute optimal production and investment in

equations (7), (8) and (9) into the	 intertemporal	 budget

constraint; write (6.1)-(6.3) in terms of C and substitute these

into (5); finally solve for C , C , and I. For an	 interior
2	 1

production solution in both periods	 (absence	 of	 complete

specialization) we have

(9)

12



(13)

(14)

C = ew i pc ( e+(3)	 (10)
1	 1

C= eW0(1+r)/pc (0+0)	 (11) 1 1 )
2	 2

I
D
= D -D = (1-e)wo/p

D (6)+(3) -D	 (12)
I	 2	 I	 1	 I

where wealth W is defined as

,	 ,	 ,)
W= B + p

D
(K +D ) +p

c 
kP

c
 i/P

b 
)
y/a-y

1	 3	 I	 1	 I	 I	 1

+p
D 

Z K
CX
- ( p

C
y /p

D 
)
1/(1-r) -rpD

Z c/(p
D
(1+r) ) )

1/(1-1[

1	 I 1	 1	 i	 2 2	 1

f
+(1+r)

-1
 p

c
(p

c
y/p

D
)
y/u-y)

z 2	 2

+p
D
[Z [p

D
Z cc/p

D
( i+r)]- ( pCripD

)
1/(1-1

2	 2	 2 2	 1 •	 2

or simplifying using (7), (8) and (9),

C * 	 * K * 	 -1 C C*	 D D*
W = B +p

D
(K +D )+pc 0c +pD (QD -I )4(1+r) (P 0 + P Q )

1	 1	 1	 I	 1 1	 1	 1	 1	 2 	 2 2

where Q
b*

= Z (K +I
*

)
a
-(P

C
r/P

D
)
1/(1-1/). 

Wealth may be thought of as
2	 1 1	 1	 2	 2

the discounted value of disposable resources available to agents

who efficiently exploit available economic opportunities. 	 Note

that W includes the inherited stock of capital, K , and durables,i
D , as well as financial wealth, B . Note also that due to thei	 i
assumption of unit intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the

demand for durable goods for consumption purposes depends on

wealth only. With a more general CES utility function, an

13



elasticity of substitution greater than unity would also link

shifts in consumer durables purchases to intertemporal prices.

The central expressions for the trade balances of nondurable

and durable goods can now be derived. Following Sachs (1982) we

implicitly define permanent income y as a constant income stream

with present discounted value W, so y =(1+r)/(2+r)W. We consider

only interior solutions for production, so real trade balances in

the first period are given by

TB
c
	(Q

c
-C )i

c	 D	 -= (P
1
Y/P

1

)yxu y) - [08/(e+PAYP/2
1

(15)

TBD E (Q
D
 -1

K 
-I

D
 )

1	 1	 1

=	
[Z 

Ka_ ( pc�,/pD ) 1/(1-y){ 

1	 1

D 
a/(p

D
1+r))]

1/(1-CO

2 2	 1

-[0(1-8)0/(e+(3)]7/27 ) + (K i + DI) (16)

where 0=-(2+r)/(1+r).

The interpretation of	 equations	 (15)	 and	 (16)	 are

straightforward. First, both trade balances depend on the current

relative price of durables. An increase in the price of durables

relative to nondurables improves the durable good trade balance,

and worsens the trade balance on nondurables. Second, both trade

14



balances depend negatively on permanent income, y . It should be

remarked that movements in yP may be associated with either

current observables or future variables which are unobservable in

the first period. Third, only the durables trade balance depends

on the intertemporal price	 of	 durables	 as	 captured	 by

p
D
(1+r)

-1 /pD
. This result is interesting since it suggests that a

1

temporary reduction in current prices relative to future prices,

caused by an exchange rate appreciation, may have a larger effect

on the durable goods trade balance then on the trade balance on

non-durables.
8

One can exploit equations (15) and (16) to analyze the

effects of changes in various forcing variables. Consider first a

D	
ipermanent reduction in p , i.e., for both periods. This might

correspond to an increase in world supply, a decrease in price per

quality-unit, or a permanent change in markup behavior	 by

importers. From (15), the response of the nondurables trade

balance is unambiguously positive: increased current domestic

production is reinforced by decreased consumption stemming from a

decline in y ' . 9 From (16), the response of the durables trade

8
For a discussion of this phenomenon in Latin American

see Dornbusch (1988).

countries,

9
This result obtains by application of the envelope theorem to

15



balance is ambiguous: current domestic production falls, but the

decline in permanent income may offset it, depending on parameter

values and initial conditions. Generally, economies with large

initial endowments, strong preferences for durables, or production

concentrated in nondurables, will tend to show an improvement in

the durables trade balance.
10

Next consider the effect of a decline in the intertemporal

price of durables, which might result from an increase in pD , an

decrease in pD , or a decline in r. We consider only the first two

possibilities. In the former case, the first period nondurables

trade balance is affected to the extent that wealth W rises

(increased investment leads to increased production in the second

period), whereas the durables balance in addition is driven by an

increased demand for investment goods. The demand for consumer

durables increases to the extent that permanent income rises.
11
 In

(13): (WP /app = K +D + Qp* -1K* 	 D
+(1+r)

-1
Q

A(
, which is negativeIL	 1	 1	 1	 2

in the implausible case of I
k* 

>K +D + Q
DX

+(1+r)
-1 QD*

1	 1	 2

only

10
If we differentiate the trade balance with respect to durables

C ,
1P
D 

+	 Eci—e)0/(e+0)]prices, OTB
D
/01D

D
 =	 rfp )

c c*	 -1 c c*
AM[B+p Q +(l+r) (P Q	 P

D
)
2 
which has an ambiguous sign.1 1 1	 2 2

11
Recall that due to the structure of the model, the economy can

produce both types of good in the second period, but will produce

durables only for export.

16



contrast, a temporary decline in durables prices will induce

increases in both nondurable and durable consumption in both

periods. The net effect on , the nondurable trade balance is

ambiguous, while the balance in durables deteriorates as the

decline in domestic production reinforces an increase in current

as well as intertemporal speculative demand.

Finally we assess the effect of an exogenous increase in Z ,
I.

which from (13) will increase national wealth and thus permanent

income. From equations (15) and (16) it follows that an increase

in permanent income will increase consumption demand for both

nondurables and durables. This translates directly	 into	 a

worsening deficit in both goods, since period 1 production is

given. However, in the case of higher Z , the deterioration will

be stronger in durables since investment demand will also rise.

Summary 

The analysis above is compatible 	 with	 the	 following

medium run" interpretation of the trade deficit in the 1980s: the

tax cuts and the decline in oil prices (higher Z , Z or 	 possibly

	

1	 2

both) led to an increase in permanent wealth, and increased

desired imports of durables for investment purposes. In addition,

the decline in real oil prices may also have increased W via Z,

although this might be offset by a wealth effect given the large

17



oil reserves of the US.
12
 To the extent that durables are more

extensively traded, the appreciated dollar of 1982-85 led to lower

relative prices of imported durables, which further stimulated

imports. However, the above analysis suggests an additional

channel by which the high dollar affected the trade balance: the

movements of intertemporal prices. The temporary appreciation of

the dollar depressed current prices of imported durables (pD )

relative to their expected future values (p). For a given nominal
2

interest rate, the real rate of interest for durables fell, which

stimulated additional purchases of durables.

4. Evidence for the model 

In this section we offer some empirical evidence on the role

of intertemporal prices in the the trade balance on durables.

Before turning to econometrics, consider the time series plots of

ex post intertemporal prices and the trade balance on durables in

Figure 3.
14
 There is a strong positive relationship between the two

12
It is revealing to review the trade balance during the sharp

increases in real oil prices in the 1970s, when durables went into
surplus (see Figure 1).

13
Over the period 1982:1-1987:4, the price deflators of investment

goods and consumer durables rose by 1.1% and 10.1% respectively,

whereby the GNP deflator rose by 23.6%.
14
As explained in the text below, the intertemporal price is

calculated as the nominal interest rate (at time t) on one-year

government bonds minus the percentage increase of the prices of

13

18



series: when intertemporal prices are high (such as in 1974-75,

and 1980-81) the durable goods trade balance is in surplus, while

when intertemporal prices are relatively low	 (1976-77	 and

1984-85), the trade balance turns increasingly negative. 	 Thus,

our theory seems as a first pass not inconsistent with the data.

What is required, of course, is a multivariate analysis which we

pursue below.

4.1 Econometric Evidence 

Although our theoretical model implies 	 tight	 testable

relationships between the trade balance, relative price variables,

and permanent income, we eschew estimation of the underlying

structural parameters. While we believe that the model captures

important regularities in the data, 	 it is unlikely that our

specification of underlying utility and production functions are

literally correct. Thus, if we were to estimate the underlying

parameters of the model, we would expect it to be rejected by the

data. This rejection would not be very informative, since it might

originate in a host of econometric problems, such as aggregation

of heterogeneous agents, lags in responses due to adjustment

costs, or specification error. For this reason, we prefer to

imported durable goods between t and t+4.

19



investigate and describe the dynamic relationships in the data,

rather than to estimate and test a specific structural model.

Below we estimate the following "standard" trade balance and

import demand equations using data on the real trade balance as a

fraction of GNP (denoted T8 t ), the log of real imports of durables

(m
t
), the log of (our proxy for) permanent income (y

t
), the log of

, x, m,
relative prices tPt/Pt ), and the intertemporal price of imports

15,16
(q

t
):

A(L)m
d
 = B(L)yP + C(L)(p/p ) + D(L)E

t
q
t
 + E(L)e 1

t t

2
A(L)TBd

t 
= B(L)y

t
 + C(L)(P x /Pm ) + D(L)E t

q
t
 + E(L)e

tt t

(17a)

( 1 7b)

where A(L), B(L), C(L), D(L) and E(L) are polynomials in the lag

operator, and e
t
 denotes an error term, which may be serially

correlated. The term E
t
q
t 

= r
t
-E

t
(1n(p
	

)-1n(p
t
)) measures the

t+4

ex ante real interest rate, which is our measure of 	 the

anticipated intertemporal price of imported durables. 	 Thus, an

15
A11 data were obtained from DRI's data bank, which originate from

the Department of Commerce (Survey of Current Business) or the

International Monetary Fund (International Financial Statistics.
They are available from the authors on request.

See Goldstein and Khan (1985) for a review of empirical work on

the determination of the trade balance.
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increase in E
t
q
t 
should improve the trade balance by reducing

import demand.

A central element in the above analysis is that 	 the

intertemporal price of imported durables (i.e., the real interest

rate calculated using import prices for durables) is to some

extent predictable using current information. One way of finding

an empirical analogue to E
t
q
t 

is to estimate jointly with (17)

a prediction equation for intertemporal prices

q
t
 = F(L)x

t
 + e

t
	 (18)

where F(L) is a matrix polynominal in the lag operator, and x
t a

vector of data, effectively imposing Etqt= F(L)x
t
. This is the

strategy we pursue here.

Since we are interested in forecasts of intertemporal prices,

any variable observed at t is a potential candidate for inclusion

in x
t
. After some experimentation we settled on the following

specification:

q
t - 

0
1
r
t 

+ 0 
2 
(p

t

x

 1-
/pm

1-t ) 
+ 0 

3 
(pM

t
/pM

4-t ) 
+ 0 

4 
(p

t

m

 1-
/ 

t
p
m 

5-)

+ e
t
	 (19)

17
This approach of embedding the rational expectations hypothesis

in a joint system of estimating equations was developed by Mishkin
(1983).
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,
where (P

t
m/P

t

m 
-4

) measures the rate of price increase for imported

durable over the last 4 quarters, and where, potentially, the

error term may obey some ARMA process.

Given our argument that exchange rate changes through some

pass-through relationship generate movements in Etqt, it may be

surprising that the exchange rate does not enter the price

prediction equation above. In order to link exchange rate changes

to movements in expected intertemporal prices, a model of price

behavior of US importers is required, as well as foreign durable

goods price index. While the issues raised by markup behavior are

crucial to understanding to the response of the trade balance to

depreciations (see Mann 1986, Baldwin 1988, and Rose and Yellen

1989) at this stage we take price behavior as given to US

consumers, postponing such an exercise for future work.

Preliminaries

The transition from our suggestive theoretical model to a

system of estimating equations requires some discussion. First, in

the theoretical model in which domestic and foreign durable goods

are perfect substitutes, the relevant relative price is given by

c d
P
t
/ p

t
. For the episode under study, however, it is more realistic

18
In the empirical work we use log fourth differences to measure

the rate of price increase for imported durables.

18
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to consider a terms-of-trade variable measured using durables

x
goods prices, i.e., p

t
/p, as the relevant relative price. 	 For

this reason we use this variable in the estimations below.

Second, since permanent income is unobservable, a suitable proxy

must be found. Given the long literature initiated by Hall 	 (1978)

on consumption and permanent income --which argues that current

consumption is approximately linear in the permanent income-- we

use non-durable domestic consumption as a proxy for permanent

income.

An additional problem, discussed by Rose and Yellen (1989),

concerns the relation between the type of nonstationarity in the

data and choice of estimation strategy. Briefly, equations (17)

and (18) should only be estimated using level data if the raw data

is stationary. If the data are non-stationary, the equations

should either be estimated in first-difference form, or (if the

data is non-stationary and cointegrated) within the framework of

an error-correction model.
19

For this reason, before estimating

the import and trade equations, we tested for the presence of unit

roots and potential cointegration. Briefly, the results suggested

that the data were non-stationary, but not cointegrated.
20

We thus

19
See Engle and Granger (1987) and Stock (1987) for discussions of

these issues.

20
The results for the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests (with 4

23



estimate the trade equations and the price prediction equations in

first-difference form.

Results

The first set of estimates for real durable imports (i.e.,

(17a)-(19)) are presented in Table 2, and the results for the

durable goods trade balance (i.e., (17b)-(19)) in Table 3. 	 The

equations are estimated jointly alternately by nonlinear least

squares, with and without instrumental variables.
21
 There is some

question of the endogeneity of current relative import/export

lags) using data spanning 1971:2-1987:3 were: for the trade

balance ADF=1.29; for permanent income, ADF=2.39; for

intertemporal prices, ADF=1.60; relative prices, ADF=2.99, for the

interests rate, ADF=1.76; and for import prices of durables,

ADF=1.95. Critical values for a test at the 10 percent (5 percent)

level are 2.60 (2.93) for 50 observations and 2.58 (2.89) for 100

observations. All time series, except possibly relative prices,

should thus be viewed as non-stationary.

We next tested for cointegration among the different series.

The ADF test for a system consisting of the trade balance,

permanent income and intertemporal prices resulted in a statistic

of 1.71. Adding relative price to the system yielded a ADF

statistic of 1.82. Critical values for ADF tests against the

hypothesis of no cointegration are 3.73 for the three variable

system, and 3.89 for the four variable system (for 100

observations. and at the ten percent level, see Engle and Yoo 1987,

p. 157).	 Thus	 the	 variables	 do	 not	 appear	 to	 be

cointegrated.

21
Instruments were all the right hand side variables except current

relative prices, and current real GNP/GDP growth in Canada,

France, Germany, Japan and the UK. The forecasting equation was

estimated once lagged, in order to allow all right hand side

variables to be used as instruments.
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x m
durable prices as measured by p t/p t . Even if US consumers and

producers take prices as given, the way in which price indices are

constructed may lead to joint endogeneity with imports.
22

Using a

Hausman test however, we were unable to reject the exogeneity of

x m
p t/p t in the trade balance equation (x2

(1)=0.51).
23
 For the reader

who doubts the exogeneity of relative prices, we present both

NL3SLS and NLS estimates.

The results show a consistent and powerful role of ex ante

intertemporal prices in the import equation.
24

As expected, the

sign is negative in the durables import equation and positive in

the trade balance equation. The estimates are robustly estimated

and generally highly statistically signficant.
25

The magnitudes of

the estimates suggest that a one percentage point decrease in the

22
If real durable imports are measured as a Paasche index with base

year prices, then the implicit price deflator will be by

construction correlated with the quantity measure.

23
In the import equation, the Hausman test statistic was negative

(-4.48), an unfortunate result of working with finite data

samples.

24
This is consistent with unreported but equally robust results

using ex post intertemporal prices.

Formal tests of the constraint that po=p i =p2=o in the equations

estimated by NLS rejected the hypothesis (x2
(3)=17.92 for imports

of durables and x2
(3)=8.13 for the trade balance on durables).

25
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intertemporal price of durable goods will lead to roughly a 1.4%

percent increase in the level of real durable imports as well as a

deterioration of the durables trade balance of about 0.5% of

GNP. To get an idea of relative magnitudes, the ex	 post

intertemporal price in Figure 3 has a standard deviation of 8.6 in

the levels and 2.9 in the first differences; in the period

1984-86, the variable dropped by 12 percentage points, which our

estimates would associate with an increase in real durable imports

of about 18% and a deterioration of the deficit by 6% of GNP.

Turning briefly to the other variables, we see that increases

in permanent income tends increase the demand for imports of

durables and to worsen the trade balance. Similarly, a reduction

in the relative price of imported durables increases imports and

worsens the trade balance. The results for intertemporal prices as

well as for permanent income and relative prices are quite

insensitive to the exact specification of the model. 	 On the

whole, the equations fit the data quite well and the results are

encouraging for the model presented above. The residuals are

well-behaved as evidenced by the relatively low Q-statistics even

at long lags.

As described above, the forecasting 	 function	 of	 the

intertemporal price of durables was embedded in the model.

However, it could be claimed that the variables employed in the
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price prediction equation might enter the "structural" equations

for other reasons than their role in forecasting intertemporal

prices. To ascertain the validity of our specification, we tested

the cross-equation restrictions implied by the model, employing

the criterion described by Gallant and Jorgenson (1979). 	 Our

results were encouraging: we cannot reject the validity of the

restrictions at the 95% level for either durables 	 imports

(X
2
(16)=11.31) or the durables trade balance (x2

(16)=25.92).

5. Concluding Comments

In this paper we have shown that the deterioration of the US

trade balance since the early 1980s is strongly concentrated in

durable goods, in particular capital goods. Moreover, our simple

theoretical model indicates that the main analytical difference

between the determination of the durable and nondurable goods

trade balance is that the former depends on intertemporal prices,

or the own real rate of interest.

It is widely recognized that	 conventionally	 estimated

equations of the aggregate US merchandise trade balance have

performed poorly in recent years. Most significantly, they have

consistently underpredicted the US trade deficit since 1982. This

apparent breakdown of traditional relationships has motivated

several new approaches to the trade balance determination based,

27



among other things, on monopolistic competition and fixed costs

(Krugman and Baldwin 1987 or Baldwin 1988), voluntary import

restrictions, or import spillovers in a disequilibrium model

(Bean, Dreze, and Layard 1989). Our results 	 suggest	 that

intertemporal prices should play a central theoretical role in

durable goods flows and that there is ample evidence to support to

this prediction. More generally, the behavior of durable goods has

been quite different from that of non-durables, so that the

standard aggregation of non-durables and durables usually found in

the literature may be ill-advised.
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TABLE 1.

Real Growth in Imports and Exports 1980-1988

(% per annum, year over year change)

Year

Durable Goods

Exports	 Imports

Nonoil Nondurable Goods

Exports	 Imports

1980 9.8 0.3 12.6 -6.3

1981 -4.1 8.6 2.9 10.1

1982 -15.2 -0.6 -2.6 4.4

1983 -1.9 20.0 -4.5 13.3

1984 10.6 34.0 4.0 19.8

1985 8.6 8.5 -3.9 4.1

1986 6.2 10.4 3.5 7.5

1987 16.2 7.8 13.0 5.5

1988 27.7 8.8 11.9 -0.6
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TABLE 2.

Joint Estimates of Import and Price Prediction Equations

1970:1-1987:3

Model:

(A) Am
d
 = a Am

d	
+ a Am

d
	+ 0AYt + 0 1 AYt-1	 (32'64-2 +1 t-1	 2 t-2

	

GA(p/p) + y E Aq	 + y
1
E
t-1

Aq
t-1 

+ y
2
E
t-2

Aq
t-2	t t	 0 t t

1
e
t

(B) Aq = a Ar	 a A(p
x
 /p

m
 ) + a

3
A(ID

t
m/I) t

m 

-4
) +	 d(Pm

1 
2
t	 2	 t-1 t-1

+
t

2	 2
Et = WC

t-1 
+ 

V t

where, by assumption

	

+	 0
3
Aln(E

t
q
t	

0 Dr	 +	 0 41n(P x 	Priti/Pm )	 +

	

1 
m
t	 2	 t-4

04Aln(p
t-1

/4
-5

) + we
t-1

Results

Technique:	 NLS

a	 .329x10
-1

1
a
2
	.448x10

-1

0-(3	
-.489x101

(31	
1.442**

132	
.410

.543*

(.112)

(.106)

(.689)

(.707)

(.718)

(.296)

NL3SLS

.514x10
-1

.702x10
-1

.287x10
-1

1.593**

.465

1.072*

(.124)

(.115)

(.721)

(.751)

(.768)

(.541)

r o
1

2

.159x10
-2

-.496x10
-2

-1
-.103x101

*

(.316x10
-

(.293x10
-

(.319x10
-

)

)

)

.253x10
-2

-.347x10-2

-1
-.111x1 ***

(.403x10
-2

)

(.330x10
-2

)

(.368x10
-2

)
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TABLE 2.

(continued)

0	 .917***
1

(.193) .996*** (.203)

0 2	 .241** (.113) .252** (.112)

03	 .537*** (.950x1 -1) .534*** (.976x10-1)

04	 -.424*** (.918x1 -1) -.423*** (.950x10
-1

)

w	 .463*** (.970x1 -1) .513*** (.177)

Equation: A. B. A. B.

Q-stat.

4	 lags 9.0 1.7 8.1 2.1

8	 lags 14.8 4.5 13.4 10.2

12	 lags 16.3 12.1 14.4 11.7

DW 2.01 1.89 2.10 1.96

SE .0389 2.059 .0400 2.063

Log likelihood: -22.32 	 NA

Notes: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses, *,**,*** denotes

significance at the (10,5,1) percent level. The constants in both

equations have been suppressed. The Q-statistic is distributed as

chi-squared with degrees of freedom depending on the number of

lags: critical values at the 5 percent level for (4,8,12) lags are

(9.5,15.5,21.0). The instrument list for the NL3SLS results

includes all right-hand side variables (except current relative

prices) and current GNP/GDP growth in Canada, France, Germany,

Japan and the UK.
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TABLE 3.

Joint Estimates of Trade Balance and Price Prediction Equations

1970:1-1987:3

Model:

P	 p	 P
(A) ATB

d
 = a ATB + a ATB

d
+ 0AY t + 0 1 AY t-1 + 0 2AYt-2 +1	

d

t-1	 2	 t-2

eA(px /Pm ) + y E Aq + y E	 Lq	 + y 2 E t-2Aq t-2 +t t	 Ott• 1t-1 t-1
1

e
t

(B) Aq t = a Ar +	 /Pm 	 + a 3A(Ptm/Pt
m
t-4 + a A(P

m
 /p

m
 )

1 2t	 4	 t-1 t-5

t

2	 2
6' =WE	 + V tt-1

where, by assumption

E tq t E 0 
1 Armt 

+	 0 2A1n(p
	

/p
m
 )

t-1 . t-1

04A1n(P t-1 /P t-5 ) + We t-1

M rn03Al n (pt / Pt_4)	
+

Results

Technique:	 NLS

a1
	

.238**

a 2 	.217**
-1

130	
-.751x10

01	
-.202x10

-2

-1
.263x10

8	 -.672x10-1***

Y	 .695x10-50

r	 .369x10-3 **
1

r 2	 .197x10
-3

(.106)

(.105)

-1
(.428x10	 )

(.448x10-1)

-1
(.438x10	 )

(.182x10
-1

)

(.188x10
-3

)

(.188x10
-3

)

(.188x10
-3

)

NL3SLS

.227**

.228**

-1
-.728x10

-.940x10
-2

-1
.245x10

-.901x10
-1

***

-.845x10
-4

.311x10
-3

.367x10
-3

*

(.108)

(.108)

-1
(.438x10	 )

(.468x10-1)

-1
(.459x10	 )

(.314x10-1)

(.234x10
-3

)

(.202x10
-3

)

(.208x10
-3

)
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TABLE 3.

(continued)

0	 1.01***	 (.201)	 1.04***	 (.199)
1

02	 .190	 (.119)	 .234**	 (.117)

03	 .520***	 (.973x10-1)	 .528***	 (.993x10-1)

04	 -.393***	 (.956x10
-1

)	 -.414***	 (.979x10-1)

w	 .438***	 (.100)	 .574***	 (.173)

Equation:	 A.	 B.	 A.	 B.

Q-stat.

4 lags 2.6 1.8 2.4 2.7

8 lags 6.4 9.6 5.5 10.3

12 lags 9.2 11.3 7.9 11.9

DW 1.86 1.84 1.87 2.04

SE .0024 2.051 .0024 2.081

Log likelihood 175.63	 NA

Notes: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses, *,**,*** denotes

significance at the (10,5,1) percent level. The constants in both

equations have been suppressed. The Q-statistic is distributed as

chi-squared with degrees of freedom depending on the number of

lags: critical values at the 5 percent level for (4,8,12) lags are

(9.5,15.5,21.0). The instrument list for the NL3SLS results

includes all right-hand side variables (except current relative

prices) and current GNP/GDP growth in Canada, France, Germany,

Japan and the UK.
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